A 'Fingerprint' of locomotor maturation: Motor development descriptors, reference development bands and data-set.
When aiming at studying and monitoring locomotor development in childhood, innovative indexes for the characterization of motor control performance and wearable technologies have highlighted the potential of significant advances. In particular, quantitative assessment of motor performance during natural walking (NW) and tandem walking (TW) has been proposed to highlight manifestations of motor automaticity and complexity, respectively. This work aims at providing a quantitative overview of metrics characterizing locomotor maturation in a typically developing population, by analysing NW and TW. The final goal is to propose a novel graphical representation of motor development from childhood to adulthood, providing metrics for quantitative assessment with reference bands and data-set, supporting data interpretation and longitudinal assessment. 112 typically developing participants (age groups: 6-, 7-, 8-, 9-, 10-, 15-, and 25 years) walked in NW and in TW at self-selected speed. 3D acceleration and angular velocity of lower trunk and shanks were collected. Temporal parameters, their variability, and nonlinear metrics characterizing human movement (harmonic ratio, short-term Lyapunov exponents, multiscale entropy, and recurrence quantification analysis) were calculated. Effect of age was analysed on the different parameters and a graphical polar plot was defined to represent parameters that showed age effect in at least one of the two tasks. Age effect was shown on temporal parameters, their variability, multiscale entropy and recurrence quantification analysis. These parameters were selected for monitoring locomotor development and presented on an ad-hoc designed polar plot showing age-group reference bands. Graphic results outline locomotor differences with maturation at first glance. The patterns in NW and TW allow to characterize specific aspects of locomotor maturation, to evaluate in which area changes occur and towards which direction, depending on the task. The novel database containing participants' raw collected data is made available as additional result of the present study.